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'Even on this Earth, where the Southern Cross shines, 

visions of things beautiful may be seen by a Bushman, 

after his fashion - and why should not that be? 

Is not our climate fairer than their climate 

and is not the loveliness of our sunshine a whole power in itself.' 
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Name:  Bernhard Smith 
Born:  20 January 1820 

Lived:  England, Smythesdale, 
   Ballarat, Alexandra 
Died:  7 October 1885 (aged 64)  
Buried:  Alexandra cemetery 

He was a significant world artist in London 
and Australia. He also served as a Police 
Magistrate at Alexandra. He died from 
pneumonia 25 days after being involved in 
the attempted rescue of two children from a 
flooded UT Creek at Alexandra. 
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Bernhard Smith PM (Police 

Magistrate) was born on 20 January 

1820 in England, third son of Mr Lord 
Henry Smith and Jane Mary (nėe) 

Voase. As a young man he worked as 

a civil servant, while pursuing his love 

of the arts. He was a member of the 

Antique School of Art by 1840 and 

enrolled at the prestigious Ecole des 

Beaux-Arts in Paris. By 1851 he had 

exhibited 19 works at the prestigious 
Royal Academy of Arts in London. 

 

Bernhard was one of the early 

members of the prestigious Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood (PRB), 

established in 1848. His good friend 

and fellow student Thomas Woolner, 

was one of the highly regarded 'seven 
founding members' of this historically significant arts' group. Bernhard's daughter 

Minnie later suggested that her father had also been a founding member of the 

Brotherhood, in her manuscript published in 1917. This may have been the case as he 

knew the founding members and moved in the same circles, was a mentor and 

inspiration to the group and filled a vacancy when one of the founding members 

dropped out. In 1849, the year after the group formed, Bernhard signed an artwork he 

had created of Miss M E Gray (1849) as 'Bernhard Smith PRB'. He was later 
instrumental in helping produce the group's first written publication then called The 

Germ. This publication was first published in early 1850. Importantly, he was also one 

of the two most highly educated artists in the group. 

 

Bernhard Smith portrait 
Merilyn Pedrick Collection. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Academy_of_Arts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pre-Raphaelite_Brotherhood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pre-Raphaelite_Brotherhood
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/pre-raphaelite-journal-the-germ
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/pre-raphaelite-journal-the-germ
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Bernhard migrated to Australia aboard the Windsor Castle on 24 July 1852, arriving at 

Hobsons Bay on 23 October. He had travelled with good friend and Pre-Raphaelite 

Brotherhood founding member Thomas Woolner, as well as artist friend Edward La 
Trobe Bateman (nephew of Governor of Victoria Charles Joseph Latrobe). Woolner was 

fair haired, short and squat, the opposite to Smith, who was 'a giant' with large hands. 

 

They left Melbourne a week after arriving to fossick the Ovens Goldfields at 

Beechworth, which had opened up earlier that year. They then returned to Melbourne, 

staying with friend Dr Howitt. It was here that Bernhard first met Governor Latrobe, as 

well as his wife and Mrs Lonsdale after they visited Dr. Howitt. Bernhard presented 

letters of introduction to the Governor at this time. They then travelled to the Fryer's 
Creek goldfields on 18 January 1853, but returned when Latrobe appointed Bernhard 

Assistant Commissioner for Goldfields in the Westernport District on 22 May 1854 

(reported as being 27 May 1854 in his obituary). As a result of his new appointemnt, 

Bernhard was present at the Eureka Stockade rebellion at Ballarat on 3 December 1854. 

History remembered Bernhard as being a fair and reasonable man. 

Two artworks of Bernhard Smith he produced in London. 

Portrait medallion - Sir John Richardson 

(Arctic explorer & naturalist) 

Portrait medallion - Sir James Clark Ross 

Arctic explorer & Naval officer 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168749
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/140206799
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Woolner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_La_Trobe_Bateman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_La_Trobe_Bateman
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/140206799
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/la-trobe-charles-joseph-2334
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/145245271
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/140206799
https://www.beechworth.com/history_preserved/the_goldfields.html
https://www.beechworth.com/history_preserved/the_goldfields.html
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/140206799
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/140206799
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/140206799
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eureka_Rebellion
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On 8 January 1858, he and his brother Alexander John (former Royal Navy Officer and 

polar explorer) were both appointed Wardens of the Goldfields. Then on 12 February 

1858 the Wardens were gazetted by the Government to act as Chinese Protectors. From 
March 1856 to September 1858 he discharged the duties of Gold-Receiver, Chinese 

Protector and Warden of the Goldfields at Ballarat. In 1860 he was promoted to the 

position of a Police Commissioner, though resigned his position mid 1861. In August 

that year he was appointed Commissioner of Crown Lands and then Warden for the 

Goldfields in September 1861.  

 

On 12 February 1863, Bernhard married Olivia Frances Josephine (nee Boyes) of 

Stawell at St Paul's Church in Melbourne. Olivia was the daughter of Rev William 
Boyes and Bernhard had met her while at Stawell. After their married they lived at 

Pleasant Creek until March 1874. 

 

In 1865 he was appointed a Police Magistrate and Deputy Sheriff at Stawell and by 1878 

he was serving at Smythesdale when he was amongst the first group of 300 public 

servants dismissed on Black Wednesday (9 January 1878) during a radical shakeup of 

the Public Service by then Victorian Premier Graham Berry. Another 100 staff were 

sacked on 24 January, raising the total number of sacked workers to around 400. The 
dismissals included senior officials, judges and department heads. Most of those sacked 

by Berry were reinstated in April of that year, including Bernhard. He was then 

transferred to Alexandra, in Central Victoria where he acted as Police Magistrate (PM) 

and District Coroner for the Alexandra, Woods Point and Jamieson districts. It was 

considered by some an unusual transfer considering his age at the time and the amount 

of travel required for the position. A Ballarat Star article highlighting the appointments 

did not mention Mansfield, so it is likely his appointment excluded Mansfield, even 
though this was unusual. As he was the only Police Magistrate for a very large area, he 

was overworked and this led to complaints. In September 1880 it was highlighted how 

he spent only a week of each month in Alexandra, and this made it hard for those 

needing access to the Court of Petty Sessions. 

 

Bernhard served on the bench with other influential members of the community such as 

Frederick Wheeler JP, Samuel Allardyce JP, George Whiting JP, Thomas Carison JP, 

William Knowles JP, William Lade and Richard Wightman JP. These friends often filled 
in for him when he was away on business in other areas of the district. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Wednesday_1878
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Berry
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57049997
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57049997
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In June 1882 he presided over a case where Mrs John Downey, Mary Ann Bauderwig 

and Thomas Robb, very well known local identities, who were all charged with 

neglecting to cause the children under their control to attend the Thornton State School. 
 

In the article Picturesque Victoria Marysville to Alexandra, published in The 

Australasian on 4 July 1885, Journalist Julian Thomas (writing under the nom-de-plume 

'The Vagabond') wrote of meeting Bernhard at Alexandra. He described him as a 

distinguished amateur artist. Julian Thomas was born John Stanley James, but changed 

his name prior to arrival in Australia). In the article, Thomas was also astonished to hear 

that a great English sculptor had been a gold prospector on the UT Creek. This might be 

an imperfect recollection (by Thomas) to Smith's life-long friend Thomas Woolner, as 
they had prospected together at the Ovens diggings in the early 1850s (nearly 15 years 

prior to any hint of gold at UT Creek or the 

Redgate diggings). Woolner returned to 

England in mid 1854 and went on to become 

a renowned sculptor. Included amongst his 

works is the magnificent bronze statue of 

Captain Cook which stands in Hyde Park, 

Sydney. 
 

Bernhard's last major neighbour dispute case 

was between farmer John Bachelor of Buxton 

and his neighbour William Burchall of the 

Cathedral Side Hotel. William had reportedly 

threatened to knock John's brains out during 

an altercation on 24 March 1885. The case, 
which included unlawful destruction of 

property (pulling down a section of fence and 

a stockyard gate) was dismissed. 

 

During his last recorded sitting on the 

Alexandra bench (Friday 28 August 1885), he 

presided with D E Stodart JP and J Quinlan 

JP, ruling over a case where Mr James 
Edwards was charged with two cases of 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57165660
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57165660
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/6085378
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_Thomas_(journalist)
https://goo.gl/maps/PesYzTt9R7o
https://goo.gl/maps/PesYzTt9R7o
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168335
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168335
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168678
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168678
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57506470
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unlawful assault and using obscene language against the police. He was given the choice 

of a three pound fine or six weeks in prison. He paid the fine. Bernhard made a point of 

saying that he had a determination to inflict severe penalties for using abusive and 
disgusting language. 

 

On 13 September 1885 Bernhard witnessed two local children fall into the flooded UT 

Creek (Ultima Thule Creek) in Alexandra, vocally raising the alarm.  A young boy Denis 

Cosgrave had slipped into the creek near Webster Street, while crossing a log bridge 

with his older sister Mary Jane on their way to the town common (main area) around 

4 pm. His sister was pulled into the 

water by Denis who was panicking, 
but she managed to make it back to 

the bank. However after seeing her 

brother being washed away by the 

torrent, she courageously jumped 

back into the water and clung to him 

while they were both washed 

downstream. 

 
Bernhard raised the alarm and Mr 

Pierce Synnot heard his cries. He 

then heroically rode his horse into 

the swollen creek and snatched up 

ten year old Mary Jane. Sadly Denis 

slipped away from Mary Jane's grasp 

and was lost. His body was found 
the following day by searchers. 

Mary Jane was later awarded the 

Silver Medal of Bravery for attempting to save her brother and was one of the earlier 

and younger recipients of the medal in Victoria at that time. 

 

On Friday 2 October 1885 it was reported in the Alexandra Standard that 'Mr Bernhard 

Smith is seriously ill, though is improving'. It was stated that he had suffered from 

inflammation of the lungs during the previous week and that by Wednesday he was in a 
critical condition. However on Thursday it was said that he was 'very much better'. 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168744
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168744
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Bernhard died from pneumonia at his residence in Bayley Street, Alexandra on 

7 October 1885. This was 25 days after he was involved in the attempted rescue of the 

two children at the UT Creek, so it is considered unlikely that his death was associated 
with the rescue, especially as it was reported that he only became sick in the week 

before his death. Bernhard, who was living in the family residence in Bayley Street, 

Alexandra with his wife and children at the time of his death, was buried at the 

Alexandra Cemetery and a tombstone was erected (shown later). His wording on the 

tombstone includes the letters 'PRB', which is short for Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood'. 

This indicates that it was known at the time of his death that he was an early member of 

the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood art movement. 
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He was survived by his wife Olivia, three of his four sons and four of his five daughters. 

Olivia sold their Alexandra house in December 1885 along with a large amount of the 

family's effects. It is believed she moved back to Melbourne after the sale. She died on 
14 May 1924 and is buried beside her husband. 

 

We now know that Bernhard's daughter Minnie had 'inherited her father's abilities'. In 

1895 we find her at Melbourne holding an inaugural reception at her new women's and 

children's clothing salon at The Block Arcade in Collins Street, where she was designing 

her own clothing range. She was described in the Leader as being 'the daughter of one of 

the early gold wardens, who was afterwards a police magistrate, one of the most artistic 

and cultured men and a valued friend of Woolner, the sculptor'. Then in 1927 we 
discover that Minnie submitted her painting Sister S. A. Smith (possibly a portrait of her 

sister Sophie Alice Smith) to the 1927 Archibald Portrait Competition. The present 

whereabouts of the painting is unknown. 

 

Bernhard had been an important artist in the 1800s, though had found the newly 

developing colony of Victoria to be less financially viable in relation to art. Towards the 

end of his life he was starting to reconnect with his artwork (when his busy schedule 

allowed), as was noted  by friend Thomas Woolner in a letter to Bernhard. 
 

In 2012, Leisa Lees brought Bernhard Smith to the attention of Artworkz and work 

subsequently commenced on this factsheet. At this time the community was unaware of 

the significance of the man, of his relationship to the early world's art movement of that 

he was buried in the Alexandra Cemetery. In September 2017 Bernhard was recognised 

on a township entrance sign at Alexandra, which noted his significant involvement in the 

world art movement as well as him being a local Police Magistrate. 
 

This initiative was also the result of Leisa, who had submitted the sign idea and his 

name to the Shire of Murrindindi Chief Executive Officer Margaret Abbey, during an 

Artworkz Tourism meeting with Margaret in 2015. Leisa had raised the idea that the 

three main entrances to Alexandra could each be used to highlight a person of note with 

strong connections with Alexandra. Margaret passed the idea to the relevant official 

township historical group for involvement, feedback and approval. The project moved 

forward and by September 2017 the signs were erected. 
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On 16 November 2017 an afternoon tea was held to officially unveil the three new 

township signs erected in September 2017. At the event three factsheets and posters 

produced by Artworkz were publically released. A subsequent article in the eSplash 
highlighted Bernhard's local involvement and his importance as a world artist. 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/smith-bernhard-4599
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20 January 1820  Bernhard Smith was born in England, the third son of Mr Lord 

Henry Smith and Jane Mary nee Voase. 

 
1840 Joined the Antique School of the Royal Academy of Arts. 

 

1840 Enrolled at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. 

 

23 May 1840 Olivia Frances Josephine (née Boyes), the future wife of Bernhard 

Smith was born. 

 

17 February 1844 Captain Ross is noted in The Maitland Mercury and Hunter River 
Advertiser as having a medallion of himself made by Bernhard 

Smith. This is the first mention of Bernhard Smith in an 

Australian newspaper, even though he was still living in London 

at this time. 

 

1848 Was one of early members of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and 

was involved in the preparation of the group's official magazine 

called The Germ, first published in early 1850. 
 

1849 Signed one of his works with his name and the acronym PRB, 

which stood for Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, of which he was a 

member. 

 

1850 The PRB publication known as The Germ was first published. 

Bernhard helped prepare the magazine for publication. 
 

1851 By 1851, Bernhard had exhibited 19 works at the Royal Academy. 

 

23 October 1852 Arrived at Hobsons Bay, Melbourne aboard the Windsor Castle 

with friends Thomas Woolner (a notable sculptor and poet of his 

time) and Edward La Trobe Bateman (book illustrator, 

draughtsman, architectural decorator and garden designer). 

 
22 May 1854 Appointed Assistant Commissioner for Goldfields for the 
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http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/664826
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/664826
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/664826
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/664826
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168749
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/bateman-edward-la-trobe-2951
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/91931991
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Westernport District in Victoria. 

 

3 December 1854 Was present at the Eureka Stockade rebellion. 
 

1856 - 1858 From March 1856 to September 1858 he discharged the duties of 

Gold-Receiver, Chinese Protector and Warden of the Goldfields at 

Ballarat. 

 

8 January 1858 Appointed Warden of the Goldfields along with his brother 

Alexander John Smith RN (Royal Navy). 

 
12 February 1858 As Warden of Goldfields, Bernhard was gazetted to also act as 

Chinese Protector, along with other Goldfield Wardens. 

 

Early 1860s Took meteorological observations for R L Ellery’s geodetic 

survey. 

 

1860s Operated as Police Magistrate at Stawell. 

 
31 March 1861 Resigned his commission as the Police Magistrate at Stawell.  

 

August 1861 Became Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

 

September 1861 Became Warden for the Goldfields of Victoria. 

 

12 February 1863 Married Olivia Frances Josephine (nee Boyes) at St Paul's Church 
in Melbourne. She was the daughter of Rev. Boyes of Stawell and 

they had met at Stawell. After being married they lived at Pleasant 

Creek until March 1874. 

 

March 1874 Posted to Smythesdale. The family lived in Ballarat during this 

posting. Up until July 1876, the family is mostly living apart. 

After this date, they are living together. While at Smythesdale, 

Bernhard experimented with making inks from bark and varnishes 
from wattle and eucalypts. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eureka_Rebellion
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/197031136
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/197031136
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/197031136
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/87978005
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/87978695
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/87978695
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1865 - 1878 Operated in the position of Police Magistrate and Deputy Sheriff 

at Stawell. 
 

22 April 1878 Appointed to Woods Point District. The article also mentions the 

Alexandra and Jamieson areas, however Mansfield is not 

mentioned. (Ballarat Star, 22 April 1878). 

 

9 January 1878 Bernhard, (along with hundreds of other civil servants) was 

dismissed on Black Wednesday. 

 
1878 Was reinstated and transferred to Alexandra where he operated as 

Police Magistrate for the wider District, including the Mansfield 

area. He also conducted the duties of Coroner. 

 

1880 In a letter from Woolner to Bernhard, Woolner congratulates 

Bernhard on his decision to return to his roots of art.  

 

1880 Exhibited drawings at the Melbourne International Exhibition, 
which draws much attention and secured him a second class order 

of merit. His drawings were reported as mystic in appeal, with 

figures having long pointed draperies. 

 

17 September 1880 A complaint in the Alexandra & Yea Standard highlighted how 

Bernhard only spent a week of each month in Alexandra, and this 

made it hard for those needing access to the Court of Petty 
Sessions. It was mentioned how another Alexandra based 

Magistrate was needed. (Alexandra Standard, Friday 17 

September 1880). 

 

1885 Built a house at Box Hill, where he planned to retire. Ironically 

this property was to be the site of one of the Heidelberg School 

Artists' best camps - a year later. 

 
4 April 1885 In a letter to one of his sons, Bernhard wrote the following verse: 
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http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/199323272
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57049997
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57049997
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57049997
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57049997
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57049997
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 Even on this Earth, where the Southern Cross shines, visions of things 

beautiful may be seen by a Bushman, after his fashion - and why 

should not that be? Is not our climate fairer than their climate and is 

not the loveliness of our sunshine a whole power in itself.   

 

28 August 1885 This was Bernhard's last recorded time on the bench at Alexandra 

(Friday 28 August 1885), he presided with D E Stodart JP and 

J Quinlan JP, and ruled over a case where  a Mr James Edwards 

was charged with two cases of unlawful assault and using obscene 
language against the police. He was given the choice of a three 

pound fine or six weeks in prison. He paid the fine. Bernhard 

made a point of saying that he had a determination to inflict 

severe penalties for using abusive language and disgusting 

language. 

 

2 October 1885 It was reported in the Alexandra Standard that Mr Bernhard Smith 
is seriously ill, though is improving. It is stated that he had 

suffered from inflammation of the lungs during the previous week 

and that by Wednesday he was in a critical condition. However on 

Thursday it was said that he was 'very much better'. Alexandra 

Standard, Friday 2 October 1885). 

 

7 October 1885 Police Magistrate Bernhard Smith died from pneumonia at his 

home in the presence of his family. He may have contracted the 
sickness while involved in saving two children who were caught 

in floodwaters at Alexandra. It was thought that the unusually 

heavy snowfalls that year also burdened his health, as he was 

constantly required to travel. He was aged 64 at the time of his 

death, and was buried at the Alexandra Cemetery. His tombstone 

includes the letters 'PRB', short for Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood'. 

A great number of Freemasons attended his funeral to pay tribute 

to  their late brother. 
 

9 October 1885 Obituary of Bernhard Smith published in the Alexandra Standard. 
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http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168678
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168744
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168744
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/6067752
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/6067752
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It mentions he had been Police Magistrate in the area for the past 

eight years. (Alexandra Standard, Friday 9 October 1885). 

 
18 December 1885 Bernhard's wife Olivia Frances Josephine sold their family 

residence in Bayley Street along with many of their effects. The 

listing in the Alexandra Standard mentioned effects that included 

one spring bottom double bedstead, one palliases mattress, single 

child's cot single bedstead, tables, ware, matting oilcloth etc, a 

nearly new 400 gallon tank, earthenware, glass, and all the 

culinary utensils 

 
1895 Miss M Bernhard Smith (Minnie) held an inaugural reception at 

her rooms at The Block Arcade in Collins Street, Melbourne. She 

was described as being 'the daughter of one of the early gold 

wardens, who was afterwards a police magistrate, one of the most 

artists and cultured men and a valued friend of Woolner, the 

sculptor'. (Leader, Saturday 9 March 1895). 

 

1917 Minnie Bernhard Smith, daughter of Bernhard, published her 
book 'Bernhard Smith and his Connection with art; or The Seven 

Founders of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood.' [manuscript]. A 

copy can be viewed at the State Library of Victoria. A copy of 

unpublished papers is also available for viewing at the State 

Library of Victoria which includes papers, diaries, notebooks, 

sketchbooks, and photographs relating to the family and 

descendants of Bernhard Smith. 
 

14 May 1924 Olivia Frances Josephine Smith (née Boyes), wife of Bernhard 

Smith died at Alexandra and was buried beside her husband at the 

Alexandra Cemetery. 

 

1927 Minnie Smith, daughter of Bernhard, submitted a painting titled 

Sister S. A. Smith (possibly her sister Sophie Alice Smith) to the 

1927 Archibald Portrait Competition. The present whereabouts of 
the painting is unknown. Even at the opening of her military salon 
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http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168749
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168899
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/197432869
http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/21427579?q&versionId=25651353
http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/21427579?q&versionId=25651353
http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/20083237?q&versionId=23660518
http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/20083237?q&versionId=23660518
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in 1895, it was recognised that she had 'inherited her father's 

abilities'.  

 
2004 A book titled 'Worldwide Pre-Raphaelitism' was written by 

Thomas J Tobin (ISBN10: 0-7914-6265-X). The book talks of 

Bernhard Smith. 

 

21 June 2012 Artworkz commenced work on this factsheet after the subject was 

made known to us by researcher Leisa Lees. 

 

16 November 2017 An afternoon tea to officially unveil three township signs was held 
by the Shire of Murrindindi. The three signs were for Raymond 

Weinberg, Dame Pattie Menzies and Bernhard Smith. Three new 

history posters and three factsheets produced by Artworkz were 

also  published. 
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Four times all quick'ning Spring had rous'd the sleeping Earth...  

[Jealousy hailed me as her own] 1885, Alexandra, Victoria, Australia 

 

 
Drawing Technique: black pencil, pen and ink, brush and ink Support: paper mounted on cardboard 

 

Inscribed lower right in black pencil: 

'For Bernhard Alexander Smith, I sang this Song.' 

 

Inscribed and dated lower left in black pencil: 

'Pictor Ignatus Fecit Jan 20 1885'. 

 

Inscribed upper edge in black pencil: 

'Four times All quick'ning Spring had rous'd the sleeping Earth...' (and other text). 

G A L L E R Y 
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Illustrations by Bernhard Smith of specimens obtained near Castlemaine circa 1858 

 

 

G A L L E R Y 
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Illustrations by Bernhard Smith of specimens obtained near Castlemaine circa 1858 

G A L L E R Y 
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One of three signs erected in September 2017 at the three main entrances to Alexandra. Each 

sign highlights a person of note from Alexandra's past. This sign was erected on the Eildon 

side of Alexandra on the Goulburn Valley Highway. 

G A L L E R Y 
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G A L L E R Y 

One of three signs erected at the three main entrances to Alexandra. Unlike the other two, this 

one was erected in December 2016, while the other two were erected in September 2017. 

Each sign highlights a person of note from Alexandra's past. This sign was erected on 

the Melbourne side of Alexandra on the Maroondah Highway. 
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One of three signs erected in September 2017 at the three main entrances to Alexandra. Each 

sign highlights a person of note from Alexandra's past. This sign was erected on the Yea side 

of Alexandra on the Goulburn Valley Highway. 

G A L L E R Y 
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Burial plot of Bernhard Smith and his wife 

at the Alexandra Cemetery in 2017. The letters 

'P.M.P.R.B.' follow his name and stand for: 

- Police Magistrate (PM) 

- Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (PRB) 

G A L L E R Y 

https://goo.gl/maps/b5yYV8BVUE42
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Burial plot of Olivia Smith, the wife of 

Bernhard Smith, at the Alexandra 

Cemetery in 2017 

G A L L E R Y 

https://goo.gl/maps/b5yYV8BVUE42
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Reference of a medallion depicting Captain Ross produced by artist Bernhard Smith 

in 1844 before Bernhard travelled to Australia 
 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/664826
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Bernhard Smith appointed Assistant Commissioner Goldfields 22 May 1854  
 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/91931991
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Bernhard Smith appointed Warden of the Goldfields 8 January 1858. 

(His brother Alexander John Smith RN was also appointed). 
 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/87978005
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Bernhard Smith appointed Chinese Protector 12 February 1858 
 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/87978695
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“Even on this Earth, where 

the Southern Cross shines, 

visions of things beautiful 

may be seen by a Bushman, 

after his fashion - and why 

should not that be? Is not our 

climate fairer than their 

climate and is not the 

loveliness of our sunshine a 

whole power in itself”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Bernhard Smith 

4 April 1885 

Q U O T E 
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Bernhard Smith present and raises alarm at the drowning of Denis Cosgrave 

in the U.T. Creek at Alexandra. 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 
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Death of Bernhard Smith 
 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/197031136
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Obituary of Bernhard Smith 
 

Alexandra & Yea Standard, Friday 9 October 1885 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168749
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Magistrate transfers as a result of the death of Bernhard Smith. 
 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 
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Sale of the Smith Estate 
 

Alexandra & Yea Standard, Friday 18 December 1885 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/57168899
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Thomas Woolner is recognised in 

this article as the earliest sculptor 

in Victoria. Thomas was a good 

friend of artist Bernhard Smith, 

even travelling to Australia and 

attending the goldfields with him. 

 

Thomas was one of the seven 

founding members of the Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood (PRB) and 

the only sculptor in the group at the 

time of its formation. Bernhard 

joined the group shortly after they 

were formed and was a more highly 

educated sculptor than Thomas. 

 

This article notes Woolner as the 

sculptor who created the 'colossal' 

statue of Captain Cook located in 

Hyde Park, Sydney. The statue was 

commissioned on 26 September 1874 

and unveiled on 25 February 1879. 
 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

N E W S PA P E R S 

https://goo.gl/maps/Az41JC4rt662
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/197959806
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Daughter inherits fathers ability in the area of designing ladies' and children's apparel and 

operates out of the Block Arcade (The Block) in Collins Street, Melbourne 
 

Leader 

Saturday 9 March 1895 

Courtesy National Library Australia 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/197432869
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_Arcade,_Melbourne
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P R E - R A P H A E L I T E  B R O T H E R H O O D  

The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (also referred to as the 'Pre-Raphaelites') was a group of  

English artists which included painters, illustrators, poets and critics which was first founded 

in 1848 by friends William Holman Hunt, John Everett Millais and Dante Gabriel Rossetti in 

Millais's home. They were then joined by artists William Michael Rossetti, James Collinson, 

Frederick George Stephens, Thomas Woolner, making up the first seven founding members of 

the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood group. 

 

According to Minnie Bernhard Smith in her book published on the Smith family in 1917, her 

father Bernhard Smith was also one of the founding members. While there is insufficient 

evidence to support her claim of him being present at the establishment of the group, it is 

evident that he was an early member of the group and filled in after another member vacated 

his position. This was confirmed by early brotherhood member William Michael Rossetti 

when he included Bernhard Smith in his list of artists involved in the group (published in 1901 

— Preface to the 1901 Facsimile Reprint of The Germ). The Germ was the official publication 

of the group and was first published in 1850 (with the involvement of Bernhard). At that time 

Bernhard was also one of the most educated (in the arts) members of the group. Only four 

issues of The Germ were published due to a lack of public interest, with the second two being 

published under a different name. 

 

Also supporting Bernhard's association with the group in its initial years was his close 

friendship with Thomas Woolner, one of the seven founding members. After the two men 

became disillusioned with the group, they travelled to Australia aboard Windsor Castle, 

arriving on 23 October 1852 and they initially worked the Ovens Goldfield near Beechworth. 

 

In summary, Bernhard was a highly educated world artist of significance, who lived in London 

where the PRB was formed. He was friends with the original PRB members, moved in the 

same circles and was a good friend of Thomas Woolner. He exhibited works in London 

alongside other artists in the group and continued his art in Australia — but to a lesser degree. 

He died at Alexandra while working as a district Police Magistrate and was buried at the 

Alexandra Cemetery. His tombstone confirms his connection with the PRB. 

T H E  G E R M  P R B  1 9 3 4  H I S T O R Y  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Holman_Hunt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Everett_Millais
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dante_Gabriel_Rossetti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Michael_Rossetti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Collinson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederic_George_Stephens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Woolner
http://www.rossettiarchive.org/docs/ap4.g415.1901.wmr.rad.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pre-Raphaelite_Brotherhood
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/145245271
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Artworkz 
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